
                                                                 The View was a miss                 

                                                                  by Karolina (Kala) Karmaza

...some might say, that we did dream it all  -  I heard it from behind my back more than once. Some might

dream, that we did not know what it takes to live in a place that thrives with diversity and still have many

stereotypes to be broken in favour with the everyday ''real mundane'' – I heard from above my head more

than twice. Finally, some might seem to be not patient enough to realize their own misunderstandings caused

by culture clashes, that we deal with on a daily basis... 

Thoughts were floating above each head circling around each mind, and in between the lines of obvious

conversations, that could be heard in the open space of „the Museum”. 

- It is always there isn't it – the woman from entrance hall was gathering her group of tourists listening to her

with  curious  attention  –  in  places  that  become  cultural  spaces  filled  with  antropological  and  historical

meaning, that we all can make sense of in our own way, we do learn most. Let me draw your attention to

wide collection of artefacts, that   represents cultural depth of many different regions of the world, especially

our own meaningful cultural space celebrating the roots of our history and culture. 

The entrance hall  was cool,  and yet  very sunny.  According to the  British BBC radio weather forecests

London has always been very unpredictable when it comes to organizing outdoor events. As the rain begun

with sudden thunderstorms knocking at the roof of the building, tourists and their guides broke through to

their own excited amazements:

– OMG! - begun young American in a blue dress -  my heart jumped into my throut, Jessus, my mother

was right about England, I should have bought that waterproof cap for this.

– Are you okay? – asked her mother standing by the coffee machine – you want some coffee?

– No, thanks mum, I'm okay, maybe just some soda please. I will never believe next year I said this, I

am on a sugar free diet – the soda drinker smiled.

– I'm trying my best hunny to not to overdo this pleasure, and this liquid looks sooo goood – woman

with two cups, one with sugar free latte and fat free cream for herself, and the other with full flavour

soda with pink straw tucked into transparent cup showing off with all the bubbles and fizziness that

can be noticed. 

– You know what – said a fizzy drink drinker, I love you for this, and I am going to tell my shrink all

about your kindness, thanks mum.
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– No problem sweetie, I am going to change my last will specially for you straight away after the trip

is over. Your father and I decided, that you deserve a very good living, plus you are healthy, and this

is what matters most.

– I love you mum – said the fizzy drink drinker.

– I love you too hunny – said her mother.

The thunderstorm was over within 10 minutes. Groups of tourists were moving from one floor to another in

synchronized turns. As the building was filling in with more and more people, the museum air was getting

more and more stuffy. „Pleasure liquids”, crisps, chocolate muffins, muffins with raisins, bluberry ones and

almondy cakes, along with scents belonging to international brands and scents with no recognition. The

viewers were walking,  listening,  getting to know more and more about  the cultural  and historical  roots

belonging to the world full of artefacts, that made sense to all of them in a different way.

– Have you seen „the book” – said a man to his friend – I used to read it all the time when I was at

university. My main interest in the begining of my law studies.

– Oh, yes, I remember reading it some time ago too – one of my interests at university when I was

trying to figure out what to write about in my second academic publication. 

– Nice – I didn't know that, you always seemed very mysterious about your library list, and now look

at us, we're standing here together looking at the original and we have a nice dinner in a pub in the

evening persfective.

– What a life mate – said a friend – and what about your wife, is she still in the hospital?

– I am affraid Marry will not join us today. She's out, but still a little bit weak, so we can meet out for

the whole evening if that's ok with you?

– Right, well, very well. That's nice to hear she's getting better, send her my love and from my Ann –

he took out a little envelope from his jumper pocket and gave it to a friend - she insisted I will pass

you over a little card for Marry.

– Oh, thank you very much – said Marry's husband – it's really nice of you and Ann, I am sure Marry

will be delighted. Tell Ann we both are very moved. Maybe we could meet in a while for dinner,

when times will be less rough?

– Sure, not at all mate, anytime you're ready, anytime.

...some say, that in the very begining of meaning and sense making, in the stone age, when first humans were

begining  to  use  first  tools,  just  as  well  as  the  craft  of  language  usage,  first  symbols  were  gradually

appearing on the cave walls.  Each one of  them represented different  situation,  and each situation was

related to a diffrent name and meaning, that made sense to those who were communicating a story in a
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symbolic way. As antropological research has been demonstrating everyday usage of symbols begun with a

need to communicate with more than unsynchronized sounds, and yet it is still not completely understood

how much we do rely on the sound without  or and without its image representation...

The view on the garden was blocked with parlou tents, where enterpreneurs were inviting visitors of the

Museum and Londoners, that are into modern technology and image making with potential to transform

symbolic value in the fasion industry. 

– I cannot see anything – whispered brown eyed girl into her twin brother – I wish they moved this

blockage a little – she stood on the top of her toes and in the same time trying to balance in this

uncomfortable position almost without support of her brother's shoulder.

– I wish you'd better made a move to the next floor, our guide is vanishing, quick! 

Twin brother suddenly run   away from the pressure of his sister's hand. The girl didn't make any sound as

she twirled around in her  favourite  ballerina move,  reminding herself  of  all  the  dance lessons she was

practising since before the trip to London.

...we might notice, that after a while symbolic communication was more and more superficial, especially in

ethnic groups that were learning and developing from more than one culture. In this complex interrelation of

ideas, images, sounds and artwork created over the centuries, language and its connotations contain so

many meaningful names and term to decribe reality that we can always choose hipsometr that reletes best to

our own...
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